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“The euro, European integration and international regulation” 
 
 

 
 
 
What are the latest developments in European construction in these very days? 
We have today and tomorrow a special European Council devoted to this crisis 
and it’s the centre of attention for everybody. 
 
For the past two years, the economic and financial crisis has placed the 
European Union in the spotlight – first and foremost in Europe itself – where it 
is fuelling citizens’ doubts about the European project and Europe’s capacity to 
provide protection and prosperity in a globalized world. 
 
The EU has also become a cause for concern for its external partners, in 
particular in Asia, whereas it was long viewed as a model of regional 
integration. Many partners are effectively raising the issue of the impact of the 
eurozone crisis on the world economy and on their own growth and it was one 
of the topics discussed at the last Los Cabos G20 meeting two weeks ago. 
 
This development comes at a time when we are becoming aware of the ongoing 
upheavals in the major global equilibria with the centre of gravity shifting 
towards the emerging economies, starting with Asia. The fact that Europe can no 
longer be considered or consider itself the centre of the world is also behind the 
thesis of the decline of Europe. 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
What reality lies behind these impressions? Has the European Union adopted in 
recent months the measures required to resolve the eurozone crisis, without 
jeopardizing world growth? What is the impact of these measures on European 
integration process? What lessons can be learned from this crisis as regards 
international regulation and coordination within the G20?  
 
Those are the questions to which I shall try to reply. 
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* 

*  * 
 
 
To begin with, here is a reminder of the origins of the crisis. 
 
Let me first recall that the very origin of the crisis was not in Europe. In 2008, 
the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers highlighted the weaknesses of the banking 
sector and caused a private debt crisis. In order to reduce its impact on the world 
economy, the European Union, including France which held the EU’s rotating 
presidency at that time, instigated a coordinated response within the framework 
of the G20. The G20 was invested for that purpose. It was decided, through 
massive public investment, to avert a collapse of the banking system which 
would have had devastating consequences and to boost growth to limit the 
extent of recession. These measures have led to the present phase where the 
private debt crisis has turned into a sovereign debt crisis. 
 
It should be noted, however, that the sovereign debt crisis is not specific to 
Europe. To remind you of the figures : during that period, the public debt ratio 
in Europe rose from 66% to 105% of GNP. It rose from 62% to 105% in the 
United States and from 188% to 238% in Japan. So the fundamentals of the 
European Union, which remains the world’s leading economic area, compare 
favourably with those of the other industrialized countries. 
 
 
However, the fact remains, that the eurozone has experienced significant tension 
in recent months which may be explained by a combination of several factors: 
 
 . Firstly, certain countries have been faced with specific difficulties : 
uncontrolled fiscal policy in Greece which long concealed the reality of its 
economy; the bursting of the real estate bubble in Spain and in Ireland; the lack 
of competitiveness in Portugal; difficulties which are ever more specific in other 
countries like Cyprus. Some of these countries thus need support from the EU 
and the IMF and the implementation of that assistance has no doubt taken a little 
more time than the markets' frayed nerves were able to bear. 
 
 . Secondly, the private sector’s involvement in the restructuring of the 
Greek debt has raised doubts in markets about the determination of other 
eurozone States to pay back their debt. Yet the involvement of the private sector 
was clearly limited to the case of Greece. That was a misunderstanding and this 
misunderstanding had to be clarified for confidence to be restored. 
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 . Thirdly, the introduction of the euro in 2002 was based on an 
assumption, the assumption that a single currency would naturally lead to 
common, or at any rate convergent economic and fiscal policy. This assumption 
failed because the protection arising from eurozone membership, coupled with 
inadequate monitoring of national policies at European level, on the contrary 
prompted certain Member States to engage in uncontrolled behaviours because 
there was no any longer sanctions like devaluation. 
 
 . Fourthly, compared with the Federal Reserve (the Fed) in the United 
States or with the Bank of India, the European Central Bank (ECB) does not 
have the capacity to act as a lender of last resort. This was a deliberate option 
when the eurozone was created, based on the assumption I referred to a moment 
ago. But the consequence of this choice has been that investors think that the 
sovereign debt is no longer riskless and that this risk differs from one eurozone 
country to another, hence the increasing spreads between the rates applied to the 
different eurozone members and those who are interested in this topic note that 
Spain and Italy face high interest rates because this is due to the fact that the 
eurozone is not considered like unique by the markets. 
 

* 
*  * 

 
Overall, this situation has had the merit to highlight the inadequacies of the 
conception of the construction of economic and monetary union and to clear the 
way to search for appropriate solutions.  
 
This is what the European Union has started to work on these past few months, 
based on a number of founding principles it has always been guided by. I will 
just mention these principles : 
 
 . the principle of responsibility and discipline on the basis of common 
rules, which means that the single currency is the common property of eurozone 
Member States. Member States are responsible for protecting the common 
currency while complying with the same rules. Therefore, the initial objective 
was to strengthen common disciplines and macro-economic supervision in order 
to restore confidence in the eurozone for the markets.  
 
This objective was reached by strengthening the powers of the European 
Commission which is - as you know - the executive and which will be 
responsible for examining national budgets and proposing sanctions when 
Member States fail to comply with their deficit reduction commitments. Other 
elements, such as the introduction of a balanced budget rule for States, the 
“golden rule”, will supplement this procedure. 
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 . the principle of solidarity: support was given to States in need of it 
through the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) which was put in place 
to enable the rescue of Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Cyprus, and of Spanish 
banks, and prevented contagion to other States in the eurozone. We shall in two 
weeks transform this in a permanent crisis management mechanism known as 
the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) which will take over in July, in 
addition to the EFSF : our objective is to provide the eurozone with a firewall 
with a global capacity of intervention of 700 billion euros. The increase of IMF 
resources of more than 450 billion US dollars, which were approved at the last 
G20 Summit in Los Cabos with the participation of India and others, will come 
in addition to this. The eurozone contributes almost 200 billion dollars in 
bilateral loans to this increase which will double the Fund’s lending capacity for 
all countries in the world which may need it and certainly not exclusively the 
European countries. 
 
 . the third principle is the principle of convergence: a framework was 
established to facilitate the rapprochement of national policies on objectives of 
growth, employment and competitiveness, to improve the synchronization of 
national fiscal policies and to reduce imbalances.  
 
 . my last principle will be the principle of governance: we need more 
governance. These past years, the Heads of State and Government have been 
directly involved in managing the crisis in the framework of regular European 
Council meetings and eurozone summits. As France had wanted for a long time, 
it was decided to institutionalize eurozone summits which will take place at least 
twice a year and will be chaired on a permanent basis by a designated 
chairperson.  
 
A large part of these principles were included in a new Treaty on Stability, 
Coordination and Governance in the Economic and Monetary Union (TSCG) 
which was signed last March by all Member States, with the two exceptions of 
the United Kingdom and the Czech Republic. 
 
All in all, despite the scale of the challenges it was facing, the eurozone was able 
to take the required decisions on fiscal discipline to address the difficulties 
experienced by some of its members and to avert contagion and a negative 
impact on world growth. As requested to by its partners, notably within the G20 
– and I will not forget the request made by the government of this country -, 
Europe has been able to assume its responsibilities. 
 

* 
*  * 
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Nevertheless, France underlined at the outset that beyond the new Treaty and the 
measures of fiscal discipline that were adopted, it was also necessary to 
strengthen measures for growth. 
 
Because growth is too weak in Europe today to support the necessary fiscal 
consolidation of the Member States and to prepare for the future.  
 
Without growth, there will be no budgetary and fiscal consolidation. 
 
France therefore proposed to its European partners a “growth pact” to boost the 
economy, investment and employment through concrete measures, and to start 
transforming the European economies into an ecologically compatible model 
designed to promote social progress and restore the confidence of peoples and 
their adherence to the European project. These measures should also be viewed 
as a contribution to world growth which is needed everywhere. 
 
 
In France’s view, the pact must necessarily be centred around three dimensions: 
 

. first, measures for growth, first quick-impact measures with a proposed 
financing plan of 120 billion euros - 1% of European GDP - and by introducing 
a broad-based tax on financial transactions with the European countries that so 
wish, in the front rank : France and Germany. 
 

. the development of the production in Europe of goods and services with 
a high added value, which implies strengthening the internal market, research 
and innovation and improving our world competitiveness. 
 

. financial stability which must be better ensured. Despite their scale, the 
mechanisms which have already been engaged have not enabled the vicious 
circle between the banking sector crisis and the sovereign debt crisis to be 
broken. In addition to the immediate measures proposed by some Member 
States, including France such as the mobilization of the European Stability 
Mechanism to support decisively the recapitalization of banks, Europe must 
work towards a more integrated framework with enhanced European supervision 
of banks, a European deposit guarantee scheme and a European bank resolution 
regime. It is by such measures that we can prevent a bankrupt in Europe. 
 
The European summit which opens today will be invited to examine these issues 
and to arrive at solutions. We hope that an ambitious agreement will be reached, 
as this is an important signal actually awaited by our peoples, as well as by the 
markets and our partners worldwide. 
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* 
*  * 

 
These concrete developments that have become necessary to strengthen 
financial stability and crisis-response mechanisms are raising the issue of 
European integration itself more acutely.  
 
Whereas the project may have seemed undermined, on the contrary the crisis 
highlighted the need for greater integration. Europe has responded and must 
respond to the crisis with “more Europe”, not by calling its project into question. 
 
The Treaty of Lisbon, which entered into force at the end of 2009, was already a 
significant progress in that area, in that it strengthened the Community method, 
the Community procedures and the role of the European Council, while seeking 
to ensure a more unified external representation of the European Union. For the 
rest of the world, for third countries, the key element is still the establishment of 
the European External Action Service (EEAS) and EU delegations, which 
contribute to greater continuity of the EU’s external policy. 
 
But the eurozone crisis has induced further integration needs. Economic and 
monetary union was based from the outset on strong integration of its monetary 
policy. On the other hand, the economic pillar was less developed. The eurozone 
crisis has shown the need to strengthen coordination of economic and fiscal 
policy and to develop a suitable system of governance. 
 
This is the full meaning of the measures adopted to date. Yet they do not go far 
enough.  
 
The establishment of a real fiscal and banking union, including through the 
planned pooling of the debt, raises the issue of taking a further leap into 
European integration. This subject once again will be debated at the European 
Council meeting of 28 and 29 June. 
 
The further steps to be taken in the area of integration will obviously depend on 
what the European leaders will decide to include in the fiscal and banking union. 
Integration will need to be strengthened when necessary, decision-making 
facilitated and democracy enhanced to ensure greater adherence by the peoples 
to this project. Far-reaching progress should be made today and tomorrow at that 
European Council meeting because it’s exactly what the markets and the world 
await. 
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Yet the construction of a more integrated Europe has not so far caused a break in 
its unity.  
 
A two-speed Europe is no truer today than it was yesterday, contrary to what 
some may have claimed. Far from that, Europe has succeeded in striking the 
right balance for the integration of its Member States: 

. The fact that there is now greater coordination among States sharing the 
euro is not in question and on the contrary perfectly understood by non-eurozone 
members.  

. The variable-geometry policies designed at the outset, such as circulation 
of peoples - Schengen, dovetail harmoniously. 

. finally, the principle of openness has been preserved: any State wishing 
to remain in the background has the possibility to reconsider its decision at a 
later stage and join the others and why not the United Kingdom itself ! It’s up to 
the United Kingdom to decide if it wants to join as member. 
 
All things considered, Europe has actively sought solutions to the crisis in a 
pragmatic and dynamic manner. Circumstances have shown the strength of the 
European integration model, namely its flexibility and, at the same time, its 
capacity to maintain the cohesion and unity of its members despite differences 
of position and points of view.  
 
Europe has responded to the crisis by introducing more Europe. It has 
demonstrated the relevance of its project. Admittedly, this decision-making has 
sometimes taken a certain time, maybe more than the markets would have liked, 
but the scope of decisions and efforts also explain this timescale.  
 

* 
*   * 

 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
The media coverage of the sovereign debt crisis and the mobilization of our 
Heads around economic issues may have given the impression that Europe had 
become a problem, or even the problem in the international community: a 
weakened Europe no longer capable of taking the decisions required and whose 
difficulties would be a threat to the rest of the world. 
 
This perception has helped to divert attention to the more global aspect of a 
crisis from which no one is safe for sure. 
 
I think, on the contrary, that the European Union has risen to its responsibilities: 
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 . first by encouraging the search for solutions to a crisis the root cause of 
which lies in the major imbalances of the world economy. The G20 was initiated 
by Europe in 2008, under the French Presidency of the EU; it was Europe 
which, within the G20, emphasized the need for better macro-economic 
coordination and far-reaching commitments under the Action Plan for Growth 
and Jobs adopted last year at the G20 Summit. The G20 member countries have 
drawn all the consequences of this at the Los Cabos Summit by making precise 
commitments under this Action Plan. 
 
 . then, Europe assumes its share of responsibility. Europe has developed 
the mechanisms for solidarity required to address its own problems. As Europe 
is aware of the scale of the worldwide crisis, it has also advocated increasing the 
lending capacity of the IMF, to which it contributes for almost half. The 
measures adopted by Europe are also designed to offset risks of contagion 
through trade which stem from its slow growth in Europe. 
 

. lastly, Europe’s commitment to address the great challenges faced by the 
world is intact. These global-scale challenges call for global responses. Europe 
has always sought to be very ambitious, whether at the G20 or in the fight 
against climate change with the Durban Conference in the summer of 2011, or in 
the area of sustainable development with the Rio+20 Summit which has just 
ended. 
 
It is also the full meaning of the strategic partnerships which the European 
Union wants to develop and deepen with great countries like India: these 
partnerships are intended to strengthen bilateral relations and to enhance 
dialogue with key partners to address global challenges and create “win-win” 
situations. 
 
 

* 
*   * 

 
I would like, on this occasion, to again discuss Europe’s ambition in support of 
international regulation.  

 
This objective is misunderstood at times by certain people who consider that 
Europe is seeking to restrain its partners' room for manoeuvre and to protect 
itself by setting standards or defining rules. 
 
Very much to the contrary, to regulate is to combat inequalities; to regulate is to 
balance global relations and avoid the recurrence of what happened with the 
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Lehman Brothers bankruptcy in 2008. We should in fact welcome the progress 
made in this area at the last G20 Summit in Los Cabos. 
 
I think that trade is a good illustration of the European Union’s balanced 
approach. 
 
Despite the crisis that is affecting it, the European Union is resisting all 
temptation of protectionism. At the last G20 Summit, it resolutely fought to 
extend until the end of 2014 the period during which States are required to 
refrain from adopting further protectionist measures. In parallel with the Doha 
Round while it is in a stalemate or a deadlock, the European Union is pursuing 
an active policy for the conclusion of free trade agreements. Such is the case 
with India with which we are hoping to conclude negotiations shortly, an 
objective that was recalled at the last EU-India Summit in February 2012. 
 
This free trade agreement, once concluded to the satisfaction of both parties, will 
represent a significant potential for the European Union as well as for India 
which presently ranks 8th among Europe’s trading partners. The agreement will 
give Indian enterprises and their investments enlarged access to the European 
market which is and remains the leading market in the world. It will therefore 
help boost growth in India. 

 
This commitment on the part of Europe to develop trade to serve growth also 
requires striking a balance in relations with third countries. This is why in 2010 
the EU decided to include among its own principles reciprocity . This does not 
mean hiddenly reintroducing trade barriers, but introducing balanced mutual 
concessions to gradually promote the establishment of a level playing field on a 
global scale. This is in the interest of all our partners, as such measures improve 
the business climate and hence further the development of trade and investment. 
 

 
* 

*   * 
Ladies and Gentlemen,  
  
Allow me to conclude by stressing that the crises traversing the European 
project, far from undoing it, have led to more Europe.  
 
Europe is shouldering its responsibilities and attempts, in this permanent race 
against events and speculation, to take the policy decisions required and thus to 
go on fulfilling the responsibilities incumbent upon it on the international stage. 
Europe also expects its other global partners to assume their responsibilities and 
to participate in this effort, notably within the framework of the G20. 
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My intention was about giving to you motives for having confidence in Europe’s 
will and capacity to overcome its current difficulties and France’s endeavour to 
lead its fellow Member States on this road for the benefit of world economy. 


